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Abstract: We build a local minimum free motion planning for mobile robots considering dynamic environments by simple

sensor fusion assuming that there are unknown obstacles which can be detected only partially at a time by proximity sensors and

can be cleaned up or moved slowly (dynamic environments). Potential field is used as a basic platform for the motion planning.

To clear local minimum problem, the partial information on the obstacles should be memorized and integrated effectively. Sets

of linked line segments (SLLS) are proposed as the integration method. Then robot’s target point is replaced by virtual target

considering the integrated sensing information. As for the main proximity sensors, we use laser slit emission and simple web

camera since the system gives more continuous data information. Also, we use ultrasonic sensors as the auxiliary sensors for

simple sensor fusion considering the advantages in that they give exact information about the presence of any obstacle within

certain range. By using this sensor fusion, the dynamic environments can be dealt easily. The performance of our algorithm is

validated via simulations and experiments.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, map-building for robots’ navigation is performed

by hybrid methods of global topological map and local metric

map [1], [2] since our environments are becoming too com-

plex to be presented simply. Therefore corresponding navi-

gation methods are divided into two phases: First is target

generation that generate a target point (or node) for robots

to go after investigating pre-known (topological) map of en-

vironments. The next is local motion planning that makes

the robots go the target avoiding obstacles in the metric map.

In most cases, however, unknown obstacles are existent and

can be detected only partially at a time due to the limitation

of sensing capability, which may causes failure in the second

phases of the navigation.

We build a local minimum free motion planning for mobile

robots considering dynamic environments by simple sensor

fusion. There are three constraints assumed: i) there are

unknown obstacles in our environment, ii) they can be de-

tected only partially at a time by proximity sensors, iii) and

they can be cleaned up or moved slowly (dynamic environ-

ments). Potential field is used as a basic platform for the

motion planning since it has the advantages of simplicity,

real-time computation. However, there is one shortcoming

in the potential filed: it may cause local minimum when-

ever the curvature of the repulsive equipotential curve is less

than the curvature of the attractive equipotential curve at

the same configuration. Also, since the robot has only prox-

imity sensors it may go back and forth repeatedly due to

lack of information about the entire shape of unknown ob-

stacles, then get into local minimum. Elliptical repulsive

potentials have been developed [3], [4] to reduce the num-

ber and the size of the local minima of the potential field

while having no exact rejection of the local minima. To cope

with this problem, randomized path planner [5] has been

proposed while the randomized planning has drawbacks in

that the running time varies and the planner typically gen-

erates different paths if it is performed several times for the

same problem. Grid potential with navigation function [6]

is a good method even in arbitrary geometry of workspace,

however, its computational complexity is highly dependent

on the area and the grid’s resolution.

As for the above previous researches, there remain limita-

tions in removing the local minimum problem. Also, if the

robot has only proximity sensors it may go back and forth

repeatedly due to lack of information about the entire shape

of unknown obstacles, then get into local minimum. To clear

the problem, the partial information on the obstacles should

be memorized and integrated effectively. In this paper, sets

of linked line segments (SLLS) are proposed as the integra-

tion method. Then robot’s target point is replaced by vir-

tual target considering the integrated sensing information.

Before getting to the virtual target point is created a ref-

erence point meaning the nearest one to the start point in

the nodal points which are lying on the shortest path from

start point to target point. At last, the virtual target is gen-

erated on tangential point between a circle centered at the

reference point and a line beginning from the start point.

Note that the virtual target is not fixed but changed contin-

uously through the circular arc with regard to change of the

start point. As a result, the robot can keep the continuous

motion. As for the main proximity sensors, we use laser slit

emission and simple web camera since the system gives more

continuous data information, thus enables us to catch a line

segment easily. However, the laser system is sensitive to light

condition or obstacle’s color, which may make non-existent

obstacles or miss real existent obstacles as a result. We use

ultrasonic sensors as the auxiliary sensors for simple sensor

fusion considering the advantages in that they give exact in-



formation about the presence of any obstacle within certain

range. By using this sensor fusion, the dynamic environ-

ments can be dealt easily. The performance of our algorithm

is validated via simulations and experiments.

2. Problem statement

Let the configuration of a point be

q = [x y]T (1)

We will represent the start and target points of robot as

qs = [xs ys]
T and qt = [xt yt]

T , and a point of obstacles as

qo = [xo yo]
T .

2.1. Problem Statement

Problem 1: Given start position qs and target position qt,

find the desired linear and angular velocities, vd and wd, for

the robot to reach the target position with obstacle avoidance

where the set of obstacles can be detected only partially at

a time by proximity sensor.

2.2. Potential Field

Potential function used here is constructed as the sum of

attractive potential associated with the target configuration

and repulsive potential associated with the obstacle region:

U(q) = Uatt(q) + Urep(q) (2)

Each potential is simply defined as

Uatt(q) = 1
2
ξρ2

t (q)

Urep(q) =
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where

ρt(q) = ‖q − qt‖, ρ(q) = ‖q − qo‖

Note the last part ρ2
t (q) of the Urep is add for the case where

the obstacles are near to the target point [7]. The field of
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and where the repulsive force is
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Then, we produce the desired linear and angular velocities,

vd and wd, from a projection of
−→
F (q) into the direction of

robot’s heading angle θ:

vd = kv‖
−→
F (q)‖ cos φ

wd = kw‖
−→
F (q)‖ sin φ

(7)

where

φ = ∠
−→
F (q) − θ

3. Local motion planning

For the expression of obstacles, we will build set of line seg-

ments L = {Li} by memorizing the partial (point-based)

information from proximity sensors where each line segment

Li is composed of two extreme points, qLi
1 and qLi

2 (Fig. 1).

Since, real information about the obstacles, which is given
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Fig. 1. Start and target position where line segments exist

between them

by proximity sensors is limited to instantaneous and local

points, Algorithm 1 of [8] for building the line segments is

necessary to make the obstacles’ shapes for motion planning.

However, if we use continuous data from laser which will be

explained in the next section, we can easily gather the direct

information of the line segments.

3.1. Sets of Linked Line Segments (SLLS)

At first, let us use two notations and two definitions:

d(qi,qj) is the distance between two points qi and qj ,

d(q, L) is the distance between a point q and line segment

L.

Definition 1: Li and Lj are said to be the linked with

each other at qLi

k (or q
Lj

l ), if any pair of qLi

k and q
Lj

l

(k = 1, 2, l = 1, 2) exists such that d(qLi

k ,q
Lj

l ) ≤ 2ρr where

ρr is the radius of a circle outside which obstacles are guar-

anteed not to collide with the robot.

In this definition, both qLi

k and q
Lj

l are merged into a new

common edge (or corner) point as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, a

set of linked line segments is composed of two extreme points

and edge (or corner) points (See Fig. 3). Note that the

corner point is to be rejected for the reference to the motion

planning. Considering both extreme point and edge point

as nodes and free path between them as arcs, the shortest

path from start point to target point via the nodal points can



Fig. 2. Two types of merged points when linked
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Fig. 3. A set of linked line segments

be calculated by graph search [9]. Figs. 4 and 5 shows an

example. At first, Fig. 4 represents a SLLS established from

the past sensing data. Target point qt is considered as the

first node N0,0 where the first subscript i of Ni,j means ith

level and the second subscript j means jth sibling in the level.

And then, q5 and q6 are the next level’s nodes respectively

N1,0 and N1,1 since they have free path from the previous

level’s node N0,0. Repetitively graphical search is performed

until the free path finds the start point qs, N3,0 here. Then

the shortest path and the resulted reference point is shown

in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. A SLLS and its nodal points

3.2. Virtual Target Point in the Presence of Obsta-

cles.

We establish a virtual target point (VTP), q′

t when there is

no free path to real target point in the presence of obstacles

N0,0=qt

N1,0=q5

N2,0=q4

N1,1=q6

N2,1=q7

N3,0=qs

c=1.0 c=0.6

c=0.4 c=0.6

c=0.4 c=1.0

The shortes path

The reference point

Fig. 5. The shortest path and the resulted reference point

which are represented as SLLS. VTP is generated from the

reference point which is the closest point of SLLS in the

shortest path from the start to the target. As shown in Fig.

6, the VTP q′

t is located on the arc from the target point qt

and simultaneously on the line which is started from the qs

and tangential to the circle centered at the reference point

qLi
2 (qLi

1 ). The ρr explained previously is also used for the

radius of the circle. Note that the virtual target point q′

t is

continuously moved toward the real target point q although

the robot’s motion is perturbed from the planned direction,

which is very important in real world for smooth motion.

Fig. 6. Generation of the virtual target point from the

reference point

4. Simulations and experimental results

In this section, simulations and experimental results are ex-

plained. Our sensing systems are divided into two kinds of

devices as shown in Fig. 7. The major one is small laser

whose emission is slit-typed plus camera (WebCAM) to de-

tect the line reflection of the laser, and the other is sonar

system which is composed of twelve ultrasonic sensors and a

control board. (See Fig 8). The laser system has sensing ca-

pability of 1m in distance with 60 degree in front angle, and

sampling speed of 100ms. With each frame image of 640x480

pixels captured from the camera, we extract red-colored pix-

els and consider them as point-wise data of obstacles. On the

other hand, ultrasonic sensors have the maximum detectable

distance of 2m with beam angle of 35 degree, and sampling



speed of the sonar system is 70ms. The laser system gives

more continuous data information, thus enables us to catch

a line segment easily. However, the laser system is sensitive

to light condition or obstacle’s color, which may make non-

existent obstacles or miss real existent obstacles as a result.

We use ultrasonic sensors as the auxiliary sensors for simple

sensor fusion considering the advantages in that they give

exact information about the presence of any obstacle within

certain range. By using this sensor fusion, the dynamic envi-

ronments can be dealt easily: if any obstacle which has been

registered in robot’s memory is removed, the ultrasonic sen-

sors give clear information about the resultant empty zones

within their detection ranges and unregister the obstacle if

its memorized location is included in the empty zones.

Figs. 9 to 12 show several captured screen of major steps in

our simulation. Our mobile robot is located at origin qs =

[0cm 0cm]T and tries to go to target qt = [120cm − 30cm]T

directly since it has no idea about its environments initially.

Then, any obstacle is thought as an added dynamic environ-

ment. In the first figure (Fig. 9), the virtual target point q′

t

is generated in the right side to the real target qt since just a

little part (one line segment) of obstacle was detected. After

several steps of motion, with more sensing information, the

line segment has grown to be linked line segments as shown in

Fig. 10. That results in changing the virtual target from the

right side to the left side. In other words, with no local min-

imum occurred, the robot performs intelligent motion as it

detects more part (right side) of the obstacle. Fig. 11 shows

more linked line segments causing slight changes in virtual

target and in the resultant robot’s motion as well. With

the final result as shown in Fig. 12, the robot has reached

the real target having neither local minimum or unnecessary

detour motion around the lower side of the obstacle. Figs.

13 to 16 shows experimental results from the initial start to

the final arrival, which explains successful performances of

the proposed algorithm. Alos, final results in GUI of the

experiment is shown in Figs. 17.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a local minimum free motion planning for mo-

bile robots considering dynamic environments by simple sen-

sor fusion. Potential field is used as basic platform for the

motion planning since it has the advantages of simplicity,

real-time computation. To get rid of the local minimum in

the presence of obstacles, we have built the VTP consider-

ing the obstacles which are sensed by camera with laser and

represented as SLLS. The VTP has been created from a ref-

erence point of the SLLS which is on the shortest path and

closest to the start point. Also, in order to keep continuous

motion, the virtual target is not fixed but changed contin-

uously through a circular arc with regard to the updated

information about obstacles and current robot’s position.

We used laser system as the main proximity sensors since

it gives more continuous data information, and added ultra-

sonic sensors as the auxiliary sensors for simple sensor fusion

considering the advantages in that they give exact informa-

tion about the presence of any obstacle within certain range.

By using this sensor fusion, the dynamic environments have

been dealt easily. The performance of our algorithm has

been validated via simulations and experiments.

As for the further works, we are going to consider noise

of sensors to make robust motion planning even when sur-

rounded by more complex obstacles. Also, moving obstacles

are going to be dealt by dynamic removal of the sensed data

if required.
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